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May 2016, IS began implementing a strategy aimed at inciting lone actor attacks in
Western countries, under the supervision of its “external security” body. This report
examines changes in the ways in which IS has claimed credit for violent incidents in
Western countries under this strategy in an effort to shed light on the links between the
external operations and the main leadership of the organisation. IS’s claiming behaviour
for attacks in the West fluctuated between leaving the initiative to perpetrators and trying
to centralise the communication flow. The organisation, however, has experienced
increasing difficulties in ascertaining information received from external sources,
ultimately leading to the flawed claim for the Las Vegas shooting on 1 October 2017. Since
then, communication between IS’s central media outlets and external sources seems to
have largely broken down. At present, the hierarchical external operations structures of
IS seem to have been replaced by individuals that communicate and, possibly, cooperate
based on their common experience and acquaintance. The threat they pose will depend
on their personal influence on others and their motivation rather than their position in
the IS hierarchy.
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Introduction
On 9 November 2018, a man crashed his car into shop fronts in a Melbourne street,
exited and started stabbing passers-by, killing one person. The man was shot by police
and died in hospital. The same day, the so-called Islamic State (IS) claimed responsibility
for the attack through a short online note issued by its A’maq News Agency to the effect
that, according to a “security source”, the attacker was an IS “fighter”. Several days later,
however, an article in IS’s weekly Arabic newsletter al-Naba’, which is issued by the
organisation’s information “ministry”, seemed to disavow this link, stating that it had
learnt about the incident via the media. The newsletter went on to point out that most
lone actors (“these heroes”) never met any of IS’s “commanders” or operatives (“men”),
but were motivated purely by their belief in Islam as practiced by IS.2
For several years, IS has incited supporters in Western countries to perpetrate terrorist
attacks on their own initiative, a strategy that has been promoted by the highest
leadership of the organisation. The promised reward for perpetrators was to be
posthumously declared IS “soldiers” or “fighters” that carried out their act “in response
to (IS) calls for the targeting of citizens of (anti-IS) coalition countries”. The ways in which
IS has tried to link these attackers to the organisation have evolved over time, from the
cells of IS-trained perpetrators of the 2015 Paris and 2016 Brussels attacks, to remotely
guided individuals, to violent actors that are picked by IS based on rather obscure
reasons.
Seen in this light, the contradictory statements with regard to the Melbourne attack are
interesting, as they raise the question of what body within IS actually has the mandate
to declare certain incidents to be IS attacks. This ambiguity is in itself in contrast with IS’s
efforts to project an image of a monolithic, hierarchical structure, a factor which allowed
the group to maintain its appearance of a ruthlessly efficient organisation.
This report tries to shed light on the changes in the ways in which IS has claimed
responsibility for attacks in Western countries. It follows the trail of violent incidents in
the West for which IS claimed credit or were merely mentioned in IS propaganda without
claim of responsibility, taking as a starting point the period following the March 2016
Brussels attack, the last incident in a Western country which directly involved returnees
from Syria to date.3 By looking at how and by whom the credit was claimed at different
times, it seeks to trace the shifts in decision making with regard to lone actor attacks
within IS’s structures. The report shows that, underneath its monolithic surface, IS has
always been a complex organisation which, under the pressure that currently bears on
its structures, is likely to disintegrate into multiple subgroups or networks that will
probably survive the collapse of the “caliphate” structures.
Before delving into the analysis of IS claiming behaviour regarding attacks against
Western targets, it is instructive to briefly discuss why the organisation should have
wished to strike beyond its geographical boundaries in the first place. Indeed, before
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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2015, IS’s attitude to attacking targets in the West was ambiguous: although lower
echelons of the organisation were implicated in several plots, public statements by the
leadership showed a certain reluctance to commit the organisation fully to a terrorist
campaign in the West.4 After IS issued the first threat against the members of the newly
established anti-IS coalition in September 2014, appeals for attacks in the West became
more frequent in 2015 and 2016. During the same period, IS’s English magazine Dabiq
praised IS-related attacks in Europe.5
Research has shown that leaders of terrorist groups may refrain from acknowledging
responsibility for terrorist attacks for fear of increased state repression.6 This may also
have applied initially to IS, whose leadership must have been aware that dragging too
many nations into the conflict would put at risk its state building project, presumably the
main aim of its local cadre, in particular former members of the Iraqi Ba’athist regime.7
Possibly, IS experienced a principal-agent problem, in which lower ranks of the
organisation—such as European IS members with grievances against their societies of
origin—were pushing for attacks in the West, while the leadership might have
considered these to potentially jeopardise the IS project.
IS did, however, overcome its reluctance to carry out terrorist attacks in the West. IS has
consistently described its terrorist campaign against Western countries as retribution
and deterrence against its enemies in the anti-IS coalition.8 In addition, in IS’s narrative,
Muslims hate the West not only for its enmity and foreign policies but because of its
unbelief and, consequently, only conversion to Islam can stop the fight. 9 Another
argument that might have propelled this change in policy, however, was the competition
with al-Qaeda. Since IS’s emergence in 2013, and more so after its exclusion from the alQaeda network in early 2014, IS has had to compete with al-Qaeda on the global level, a
fact that probably also accounts for the escalation of online propaganda during the same
period. 10 The presence of competing terrorist groups in a territory is a factor that
increases the likelihood of terrorist groups claiming credit for attacks,11 and the same
probably applies to groups that have global vocation. For example, both IS and al-Qaeda
have appealed to Western audiences to perpetrate lone actor attacks. 12 At least one
defector reported that IS was bent on perpetrating a spectacular attack that would
supersede al-Qaeda’s 11 September 2001 attacks.13
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Terrorist groups across ideological divides have been found to conduct a cost-benefit
analysis on whether to assume organisational responsibility for an attack carried out by
their operatives: the group leadership claims responsibility when they assess that the
anticipated political outcome is positive.14 Notably, most terrorist groups’ leaders prefer
not to claim responsibility for indiscriminate violence against civilians committed by their
operatives. For IS, the situation differs in two respects. Firstly, the organisation has
officially declared civilians in Western countries legitimate targets and explicitly
encouraged indiscriminate violence against them, with the obvious aim to generate the
greatest possible effect on the public. Hence the emphasis in IS rhetoric that the attacks
are retribution for attacks by the anti-IS coalition. Secondly, the incitement of lone actor
attacks reverses the hierarchical relation between the attacker and the IS leadership.
Whereas usually the perpetrator is recruited and instructed prior to the violent action,
under IS’s lone actor strategy it is the leadership, or whoever is entitled to determine the
links of the attacker to the organisation, that chooses to designate certain attackers as
IS operatives while not commenting on other incidents. Consequently, any incident for
which IS takes credit serves a particular communication purpose, which those who
decide on taking credit attach to the incident. Incidents that do not fit IS’s
communication needs at a given time remain unmentioned. In addition, certain IS media
might find it useful to mention violent incidents without claiming responsibility, if they
see it beneficial for their communication directed at specific audiences.
IS lost its reluctance to publicly acknowledge terrorist attacks in the West somewhere in
2015. Interestingly, however, as mentioned, the March 2016 Brussels attacks were the
last successful plot that involved returnees from Syria, at least until the end of 2018.
After Brussels, IS operatives increasingly used social media for incitement and
operational support. 15 In other words, IS appears to have moved to a more indirect
relationship with terrorists operating in its name in the West somewhere in 2016.
IS had an apparatus in charge of organising and coordinating terrorist attacks outside IS
territory, the “external security” (al-amn al-khariji, sometimes also referred to as the
Emni).16 The “external security” probably was hierarchically integrated into the overall IS
“public security” structure, which was one of IS’s diwans, the central bureaucracies of
the “caliphate”, directly subordinated to the executive council of the “caliph”, the
“delegated committee” (al-lajna al-mufawwada).17 By mid-2016, the “external security”
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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reportedly had sent “hundreds of operatives” to Europe and had “hundreds more in
Turkey alone”.18 According to statements by a former IS member who returned from
Syria to Germany in July 2015,19 these operatives acted as nodes that could remotely
activate potential suicide attackers who had been drawn in by propaganda. He stated
that new converts to Islam, known as “clean men”, with no established ties to radical
groups, were in charge of linking them. 20 They carried messages between “external
security” handlers and their operatives.21
IS operatives actively contacted vulnerable individuals online to incite and direct them
to carry out attacks.22 This was also done to back up IS claims of responsibility.23 Among
these virtual planners were people like Rachid Kassim, who is said to have instigated the
Magnanville murder and several other attacks in the summer of 2016 online via his
Telegram account,24 and Mohammed Mahmoud, also known as Abu Usama al-Gharib,
who is suspected of inciting German online contacts to perpetrate attacks. 25 In these
contacts, “external security” members showed high levels of operational information
security awareness, using different platforms, chat functionalities in video games and
new mobile phones, among other means, to contact and retrieve data, including video
statements, from lone actors.26 In addition to controlling attack planning and execution,
former IS members have stated that the “external security” was also overseeing IS
propaganda. IS media outlets were not allowed to push any news or analysis about
attacks or incidents happening outside territory controlled by IS without the “security”
apparatus’s approval.27
In sum, the available information seems to suggest that within IS a group of members,
probably mainly of European origin, managed to convince the leadership of the
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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necessity, based on ideological and tactical considerations, to wage a terrorist campaign
against Western countries. They were entrusted not only with the recruitment of
attackers, the planning of attacks and the supervision of the execution but were also
given control on how IS media reported on these incidents. In light of the growing
complexity of IS’s media landscape, this entailed the coordination of various actors
responding to different entities within IS, whose roles and influence were shifting over
time. Following these shifts, therefore, can help to understand the internal tensions
within IS.

IS claims for attacks in the West
IS claimed responsibility for the 13 November 2015 attacks in Paris and the ones in
Brussels on 22 March 2016 by issuing statements that did not carry the logo of a media
outlet. They were disseminated through channels used, at the time, for the publication
of official IS propaganda; and IS did not publish statements denying the group’s
authorship. This demonstrates that these claims were issued by the IS central leadership
(Figure 1, left).

Figure 1: Claims for 22 March 2016 Brussels attack

These claims referred to geographical locations: “France” for the Paris attacks, “Belgium”
for the Brussels attacks.28 In doing so, the attacks are identified as occurring outside IS’s
“caliphate”, as IS consistently has located events inside its “caliphate” as happening in
one of its wilayat (sing. wilaya, “province [of the caliphate]”).29 The distinction between
IS territory and the rest of the world is to be understood as a practical application by IS
of the difference made in classical Islamic jurisprudence between dar al-Islam (“abode
of Islam”) and dar al-harb (“abode of war”).30 Under classical Islamic doctrine, Muslims
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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in dar al-harb are obliged to perform the migration (hijra) to dar al-Islam, a view on which
IS, under its self-declared status as the only legitimate Muslim power, has built its appeal
to supporters around the world to join the organisation in areas under its control. In turn,
IS cells outside the wilayat are operating in enemy territory and, consequently, come
under the control of the “external security”.
In addition to the official IS leadership statement, the Brussels attacks—in contrast to
the Paris attacks—were also claimed via an article published on the A’maq News website,
active at the time (Figure 1, right). 31 This article, which described the perpetrators as
“Islamic State fighters”, was published some hours before the formal IS statement was
released. This replicated an already established pattern, as A’maq News announcements
also preceded the official claims of responsibility by IS for the 2 December 2015 attack
at San Bernardino, California, and the 14 January 2016 attack in Jakarta, Indonesia.
Prior to late 2015, however, the A’maq News Agency focused exclusively on military
activities in territories under IS control. A’maq News was created in 2014 to counter the
negative coverage of IS activities, which mainstream media increasingly published in real
time by posting “breaking news” banners on social media, in particular Twitter.
Replicating this method, A’maq News items served to attract and pre-condition public
attention immediately following an attack and, thereby, prepare for a subsequent
release of an official claim of responsibility. To maintain the appearance of
independence, IS did not acknowledge A’maq News as an official media outlet.32 This
changed only in July 2017, when A’maq News was officially endorsed by IS.33 Internal
documents, however, show that A’maq News has been part of IS’s central media
structures from the start.34
Initially, A’maq News reported on its own authority mainly on military operations in Syria
and Iraq, without referring to sources of information. To all appearances, it has never
been subordinate to IS’s central media department but operated in parallel, only
reporting to the “delegated committee”. This apparent operational autonomy from IS’s
central media department allowed a quicker reaction time, which was necessary to build
credibility of the claims and, at the same time, preserve the impression of independence
from IS. The constant references by other IS media to A’maq News items, thus, are
probably more than a rhetorical figure.
With regard to incidents outside territory controlled or claimed by IS, however, A’maq
News has relied on “sources”, which goes to show that it did not have the authority to
report on events outside the “caliphate” independently.35 A’maq News also seems to use
references to “sources” for information received from the IS bureaucracy. For example,
the announcement of the death of IS spokesman and alleged head of the “external
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
the world only in IS territory, in which, according to IS interpretation, Islamic law applies, and the unbelieving rest. See
Taw’iyat al-ra’iya bi-l-siyasa al-shari’iyya (“Making the subjects aware of politics according to the shari’a”), Islamic State
(IS), Maktabat al-Himma, January 14, 2016, 39-44.
31
“Bombings Carried out by Islamic State Fighters Hit Belgium’s Capital Brussels”, Islamic State, A’maq News Agency,
March 22, 2016.
32
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Europol, EU Terrorism Situation and Trend Report (TE-SAT) 2018 (The Hague: Europol, 2018), 30,
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34
Daniel Milton, Pulling Back the Curtain: An Inside Look at the Islamic State’s Media Organization (West Point:
Combating Terrorism Center, United States Military Academy, August 2018), https://ctc.usma.edu/pulling-back-thecurtain-an-inside-look-at-the-islamic-states-media-organization.
35
For example, the claim for the assassination of Muhammad al-Shaykh Khalil in Urfa city, Turkey, on 7 October 2016
was introduced by the phrase “source to A’maq Agency”.
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security” Abu Muhammad al-Adnani on 30 August 2016 was communicated by A’maq
News referring to a “military source”.36
A’maq News’s citing sources for events outside IS territory is a recognition of the
prerogative of “external security” to control reporting on external operations. Indeed, a
particular kind of source that A’maq News relies on with regard to terrorist attacks
outside IS territory is the “security source” (masdar amni). This is an obvious reference
to IS’s “security” apparatus. In A’maq News claims in European languages, the
terminology masdar amni is rendered as “inside(r) source” 37 (also French: source
interne 38 ; and German: Insiderquelle 39 ), “secret [or covert] source” (French: source
secrète) 40 , “security circles” (German: Sicherheitskreise) 41 or “intelligence source”
(German: Geheimdienstquelle).42 All these translations refer to a clandestine, centrally
organised structure.
In 2016, A’maq News statements became the preferred way for IS to claim terrorist
attacks in the West. At the time, Europol assessed that the use of the purportedly
independent A’maq News outlet to describe lone actor attacks in Western countries as
“IS soldiers” was a deliberate policy, which created some distance between the IS
leadership and the perpetrators. While it provided incentives to other potential
attackers, it placed the responsibility for the success of the attack entirely on the
perpetrator.43
In addition to these specific claims of attacks, IS used other media to report on attacks,
in particular news items in its online publications, in which the perpetrators again were
glorified as “IS soldiers”. Articles on attacks were included in IS’s weekly Arabic
newsletter al-Naba’; the English-language magazine Dabiq; or the multi-lingual magazine
Rumiyah.44 Al-Naba’ has been primarily addressed to audiences in territories under IS
control—which consist of IS members but also populations controlled by IS that are not
necessarily sympathetic of the organisation.45 Since October 2016, the magazine carries
a note on its front page identifying it as a publication of IS’s “central media diwan”.46
By contrast, Dabiq and Rumiyah were publications focused on audiences outside IS
territory, including Western countries. All major non-Arabic IS publications were
produced by the al-Hayat Media Centre. Although nominally responding to IS’s “Diwan
of Media”, it seems safe to assume that al-Hayat Media, which had managed to
incorporate a substantial number of online activists from Western countries, was closely
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
36

The statement reads: “Military source to A’maq Agency: Martyrdom of Shaykh Abu Muhammad al-Adnani, the
spokesman of the Islamic State, while inspecting the resistance to the military campaigns against Aleppo.”
37
A’maq News claim for the 14 July 2016 Nice attack – English, 16 July 2016; A’maq News claim for the 18 July 2016
Würzburg (Germany) attack – English, 19 July 2016; A’maq News claim for the 24 July 2016 Ansbach (Germany) attack
– English, 25 July 2016; A’maq News claim for the 26 September 2017 Saint-Etienne du Rouvray (France) attack –
English, 26 July 2016.
38
A’maq News claim for the 24 July 2016 Ansbach (Germany) attack – French, 25 July 2016; A’maq News claim for 20
April 2017 Champs-Elysées attack – French, 20 April 2017.
39
A’maq News claim for the 18 July 2016 Würzburg (Germany) – German, 19 July 2016; A’maq News claim for the 24
July 2016 Ansbach (Germany) attack – German, 25 July 2016; A’maq News claim for the 26 September 2017 SaintEtienne du Rouvray (France) attack – German, 26 July 2016.
40
A’maq News claim for the 18 July 2016 Würzburg (Germany) attack – French, 19 July 2016; A’maq News claim for 22
March 2017 London attack – French, 23 March 2017.
41
A’maq News claim for 22 March 2017 London attack – German, 23 March 2017. The expression “security circles” is a
common reference in German-language media to sources in law enforcement and intelligence.
42
A’maq claim for 19 December 2016 Berlin attack – German, 20 December 2016.
43
Europol, TE-SAT 2017, 26.
44
Ibid, 30.
45
Dounia Mahlouly and Charlie Winter, “A Tale of Two Caliphates: Comparing the Islamic State’s Internal and External
Messaging Priorities,” VOX-Pol Network of Excellence, 2018, http://www.voxpol.eu/download/vox-pol_publication/ATale-of-Two-Caliphates-Mahlouly-and-Winter.pdf.
46
Al-Naba’, no. 49, October 6, 2016.
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linked to, or at least acted under the supervision of, the “external security”. Interestingly,
the news section in the English version of Rumiyah is titled “Military and covert
operations”, probably also referring to the basic distinction made by IS between “military
operations” that take place on “caliphate” territory and “covert/intelligence/security
operations” carried out in enemy territory.
In September 2016, Rumiyah replaced the separate IS high-profile publications in English
(Dabiq, last issue published on 31 July 2016), French (Dar al-Islam, 20 August 2016),
Turkish (Konstantiniyye, 16 August 2016) and Russian (Istok, 1 May 2016). Rumiyah was
issued on a monthly basis in eight, later ten, and finally eleven languages, including
English, French, German, Russian, Turkish and Bosnian. The last issue of Rumiyah, no. 13,
was released on 9 September 2017. Many articles in Rumiyah are translations of texts
previously or simultaneously published in Arabic in al-Naba’. While there were some
differences of the contents of the different language versions, all of them contained a
section on “military and covert operations” of identical content.
With the disappearance of Rumiyah after September 2017, communication with internal
audiences seems to have become the main concern for the remaining official IS media
outlets. IS largely managed to maintain the regular publication and editing quality of alNaba’ during the period under review in spite of the increasing military pressure.47 By
contrast, propaganda directed at audiences in Western countries has increasingly taken
the form of user-generated content, issued by an ever-increasing number of newly
emerged self-styled media outlets that are supporting but not officially affiliated with IS.
This has increasingly blurred the distinction between official and unofficial activism.48 In
2018, much of the threats and incitements of attacks outside IS territory, for example
regarding the FIFA World Cup in Russia, were produced by unaffiliated media outlets and
individuals.
Already this short outline of IS media involved in claiming credit for attacks in the West
shows that there are several, potentially competing entities at play. Reporting on
external operations has been the prerogative of the “external security”, which in
principle has the authority to authorise or refuse authorisation to IS media to claim credit
for particular incidents. A’maq News has the task of spreading IS messages as quickly as
possible, usually preceding the central media department, which often does no more
than echo and elaborate on A’maq News messages in al-Naba’ or publish videos in praise
of the attack through provincial media outlets. Finally, among IS media outlets, al-Hayat
Media seems to have enjoyed a special position, probably for two reasons: its orientation
towards audiences outside “caliphate” territory, which places it under “external
security” supervision; and the likely substantial overlap between its staff and IS members
coming from Western countries.

Attacks claimed or mentioned by IS
To shed light on the changing relationships between the entities involved in IS credit
claiming for attacks in the West, this study examines violent incidents in Western
countries that occurred after the 22 March 2016 attacks in Brussels, the last attacks in
the West perpetrated by individuals that were proven to have received training by IS in
territory controlled by the group, and before the end of 2018. Incidents were considered
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
47

One issue of al-Naba’ was skipped in June 2018, with no. 136 appearing only on 22 June 2018 after no. 135 was
released on 8 June 2018.
48
Europol, TE-SAT 2018, 31. It should be noted, however, that al-Hayat Media continued its activity on a low scale,
publishing videos such as the “Inside the Khilafah” series.
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when they were referred to by IS, either by claiming responsibility or simply mentioned
in official propaganda publications, and took place in EU Member States and other
Western countries.49 A small number of these incidents were no more than a reaction to
evacuation measures in Western countries, which IS claimed to be the result of larger
operations that were thwarted by security forces. For practical reasons, the data
collection was restricted to A’maq News statements; video statements by perpetrators
published by A’maq News; IS central leadership statements; as well as news reporting in
al-Naba’, Dabiq and Rumiyah.50
A total of 48 incidents matching the abovementioned selection criteria were identified.
The incidents took place in twelve countries: France (13), the USA (9), Germany (7), the
UK (4), Belgium (4), Spain (2), Sweden (2), Australia (2), Canada (2), as well as Austria,
Denmark and Finland (1 each). The nature of the attacks varies significantly, ranging from
bombs allegedly smuggled into Paris Charles de Gaulle airport on 17 September 2017 or
a stabbing incident in Brussels on 25 August 2017, in which a soldier was slightly injured,
to the mass shooting in Las Vegas on 1 October 2017, which killed 59 people and left
more than 500 injured. There does not seem to exist a threshold of minimum damage
for IS to claim responsibility for an attack. Equally, the attack target does not seem to
have played a role for IS; attacks claimed by IS have targeted civilians and security
personnel alike.
No attacks in Western countries were claimed in the period between the 22 March 2016
Brussels attacks and the mass shooting in Orlando, Florida, and the double murder in
Magnanville near Paris on 12 and 13 June 2016, respectively (Figure 2). During this period,
however, at least one incident linked to Islamic extremism took place, when a bomb
attack perpetrated by two 16-year-old boys targeted a Sikh temple in Essen (Germany)
on 16 April 2016. There are indications that the perpetrators, who were known for their
jihadist convictions, were incited to carry out the attack by prominent members of the
presumed IS network in Germany at the time.51

Figure 2: Violent incidents claimed or mentioned by IS per month

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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In addition to those in EU Member States, IS referred to incidents in Australia, Canada and the USA in the period
under review.
50
Excluded from the data collection were other IS videos glorifying attacks in the West, as these generally praise
attacks that had already been claimed through A’maq News or IS statements. Ideological texts that referred to several
attacks as examples of IS success were not considered either. For example, an article entitled “Game Over” in Dar alIslam, no. 10, August 20, 2016, 26-27, mentioned several attacks in Europe, but the overall aim of the article is to
demonstrate that France is losing the war against IS. No other relevant news reporting was found in Dar al-Islam in the
period under review. Konstantiniyye and Istok were excluded from the data collection.
51
Alex Spilcker, “Anschlag auf Sikh-Tempel: Attentäter wird Kronzeuge und belastet Abu Walaa,” Kölner Stadtanzeiger,
July 1, 2018, https://www.ksta.de/politik/anschlag-auf-sikh-tempel-attentaeter-wird-kronzeuge-und-belastet-abuwalaa-30713326.
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The gap in the timeline of attacks claimed or mentioned by IS, thus, may indicate a period
of strategic re-orientation within the IS leadership following the Brussels attacks.
Possibly, this re-orientation was motivated by the perception that, instead of relying on
dedicated networks led by IS members trained in the conflict area, such as the network
that perpetrated the attacks in Paris and Brussels, it would be more effective to incite
and guide potential perpetrators remotely. This period ended with IS expressing its
preference in late May 2016 for supporters to perpetrate lone actor attacks rather than
to try to join IS in areas under its control.52 To ensure immediate implementation of the
new strategy, it seems, the message included a call for Muslims to dedicate the then
upcoming month of Ramadan (6 June to 5 July 2016) to “jihad”. Around the same time,
IS increased its efforts to recruit potential lone actor attackers on social media, through
virtual planners.53
In light of this, IS’s failure to claim responsibility for the 16 April 2016 attack on the Sikh
temple in Essen, Germany, although the group very likely was aware of it, might be due
to the relatively unspectacular results: three injured persons, including one seriously.
Possibly, in early 2016, it was still unclear what kind of attacks could be expected as a
result of the online incitement of lone actor attacks that was just being devised, and the
outcome of the Essen attack was not considered to be impressive enough to cause the
desired mobilisation effects.
Between the 19 December 2016 attack on a Christmas market in Berlin and the London
Westminster attack on 22 March 2017, IS again entered a period in which it did not claim
any terrorist attacks in Western countries. 54 During this time frame, IS was arguably
preoccupied with the offensive that had been launched against its strongholds in Mosul
by Iraqi forces and in northern Syria by the Turkish-led Euphrates Shield operation, which
probably necessitated the relocation of its remaining media capacities. Nevertheless, it
is difficult to correlate both developments with any degree of certainty.
Following the Westminster attack, a series of incidents were claimed, which will be
discussed below. After the Las Vegas mass shooting on 1 October, however, the
frequency of attacks in the West claimed by IS decreased significantly. In what remained
of 2017, IS only claimed responsibility for the 31 October 2017 vehicle ramming in
Manhattan, New York City, but not for the attempted bomb attack on 11 December in
the same city. In parallel, overall IS propaganda production experienced a sharp
decrease. 55 This was probably the result of events in Syria that took place in late
September or early October, such as strategic advances in and around the Syrian cities
of al-Raqqa, al-Mayadin, or al-Bukamal, which might have forced IS to again relocate its
central media hub.56
IS claims regained momentum only in the second quarter of 2018, after IS claimed credit
for the shooting and hostage taking in Trèbes, France, on 23 March. In total, IS claimed
responsibility for seven violent incidents in Western countries in 2018, as opposed to 21
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Abu Muhammad al-Adnani audio speech Wa-yahya man hayya an bayyina (“And those who lived might live after a
Clear Sign [had been given] [Qur’an 8:42]”), Islamic State (IS), al-Furqan Media Production Company, May 21, 2016.
53
Gartenstein-Ross and Blackman, “ISIL’s virtual planners.”; Meleagrou-Hitchens and Hughes, “The Threat to the
United States.”
54
The 3 February 2017 attack at the Louvre in Paris was not claimed or mentioned by IS. In addition, the mass shooting
at the Reina nightclub in Istanbul, Turkey, in the night of 31 December 2016 falls into this period.
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Charlie Winter and Haroro J. Ingram, “Terror, online and off: recent trends in Islamic State propaganda operations,”
War on the Rocks, March 2, 2018, https://warontherocks.com/2018/03/terror-online-and-off-recent-trends-in-islamicstate-propaganda-operations.
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Ibid.
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in 2017. In addition to the claimed attacks, twelve violent incidents in Western countries
were mentioned in IS publications without IS claiming responsibility. In 2017, starting
with the 28 July 2017 stabbing in a Hamburg supermarket, a total of 6 incidents were
mentioned by IS without taking credit. In several cases, the victims were described as
“Crusaders”, but the perpetrators did not receive the honorific of “IS soldiers”. Other
violent incidents were mentioned in 2018 without being claimed, including a 20 July 2018
stabbing in a bus in Lübeck, Germany; 57 and a 20 November 2018 stabbing attack in
Brussels.58 At least in the latter case, a jihadist motive seemed plausible as the attacker
reportedly shouted “Allahu akbar”.59 In all, however, it seems that IS, as other observers,
had increasing difficulties in distinguishing attacks clearly motivated by its own
propaganda from other violent incidents.
For 2016, in most attacks for which IS claimed responsibility, the perpetrators had been
killed by the time the claim was released. The only exceptions are the perpetrator of the
11 October 2016 Malmö arson, who was arrested, and the perpetrator of the 16 October
2016 Hamburg stabbing, who has remained unidentified. In 2017, this pattern changed
to a certain degree. Of the 15 attacks claimed by IS that year, claims of responsibility
were issued for four, while the perpetrators were alive. In the case of the 17 August 2017
attack in Barcelona, IS claimed responsibility immediately, whereas the perpetrator was
shot and killed by police only on 21 August. The presumed perpetrator of the Parsons
Green Underground attack in London on 15 September 2017 was later arrested. The
perpetrator of the 31 October 2017 ramming attack in Manhattan was shot by police
and arrested. In addition, for an alleged attempted IS bomb attack at Paris Charles de
Gaulle airport on 9 August 2017, no arrests have been reported.
No pattern can be deduced from such limited data and it remains impossible to conclude,
for example, whether IS only claims attacks while the perpetrator is still alive, if it had
prior knowledge of the plot. In the seven attacks for which IS claimed credit in 2018, the
perpetrators were killed. By contrast, the perpetrators of the 2018 stabbing incidents in
Lübeck and Brussels, for which IS did not claim credit, were arrested.

Changes in claiming behavior
Not only the frequency of credit claiming, also the ways in which IS issued claims for
attacks in Western countries has fluctuated between 2016 and 2018. These fluctuations
are probably due to a multitude of factors, many of which—in particular the military
contingencies on the ground, as seen above—are beyond the scope of this report. In
what follows, in addition to the content of the claims, three variables are examined: the
sequence of claims, their temporal distance from the event and the sources referred to.
Under the assumption that different IS media are controlled by different sub-entities of
the organisation that have different levels of autonomy, looking at these factors is a way
to disaggregate to a certain extent the group’s communication behaviour. Figure 3 shows
the sequence and temporal distance to the incident of claims of responsibility for or
references to violent incidents in Western countries.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Isabat 10 bi-hujum bi-sikkin fi Almania (“10 Injured in Knife Attack in Germany”), al-Naba’, no. 141 July 27, 2018, 11.
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IS franchising lone actor attacks
In 2016, a typical sequence of IS claims for attacks started with a “breaking news”
statement by A’maq News, generally published in several languages. Usually, A’maq
News statements were published on the day of the attack or the following day.
Exceptions are the claims for the 14 July 2016 attack in Nice and the 31 August 2016
Copenhagen attack, where two days passed before the A’maq News statement was
issued. In addition, the stabbing in Hamburg on 16 October 2016, in which one 16-yearold boy was killed, was claimed through A’maq News 15 days after it had occurred,
without providing explanations for the delay. 60 Such occasional delays might indicate
that A’maq News was waiting for authorisation from a “security source” to report that a
particular incident was perpetrated by individuals affiliated with IS.
With regard to the expected references to “security sources”, there were some
exceptions in 2016. The claims for the 12 June 2016 Orlando nightclub shooting, the 13
June 2016 Magnanville murder, the 31 August 2016 Copenhagen shooting and the 16
October 2016 Hamburg stabbing referred only to an unspecified “source”. By contrast,
all A’maq News claims for attacks in 2017 refer to a “security source”. Apparently, IS
communication regarding the new virtual planner strategy was consolidated in the
course of 2016 in a way that all terrorist attacks in the West were explicitly attributed, in
IS propaganda, to the “external security” apparatus.
In most cases, following the release of the A’maq News statement, al-Naba’ repeated
the information provided by A’maq News and expanded it with information taken from
media or other sources for the consumption of audiences in IS-controlled territory.
Finally, the topic was taken up in the monthly non-Arabic magazines, directed at external
audiences.
This sequence was observed in many of the attacks in 2016 and 2017. There, however,
are also significant variations. One exception in 2016 was the 11 October arson attack
on a Shi’i cultural centre in Malmö, Sweden. The attack was only claimed through an
article in al-Naba’, which described the perpetrator as an “IS soldier”, specifying that the
information was received by al-Naba’ directly from a “security source”.61 The reason why
the incident was not claimed immediately through an A’maq News statement might have
been a problem of internal communication. The perpetrator of the Malmö arson attack
had been in contact, since mid-September 2016 at the latest, with a 23-year-old Syrian
national, who reportedly entered Germany in September 2015 and acted as a contact
person between A’maq News and potential attackers.62 The day following the attack, this
individual is alleged to have requested a statement of responsibility from the attacker,
arguing that A’maq News was not willing to publish a claim without such evidence.
Al-Naba’ also reported exclusively on an alleged bomb plot at Charles de Gaulle airport
in Paris on 17 September 2017. Based on information that it said it had received directly
from a “security source” talking to the magazine, al-Naba’ claimed that a “security
detachment of Islamic State soldiers” was able to smuggle explosive devices into the
French airport and plant them in previously specified locations, but the “Crusaders” were
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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The statement follows the usual model: “Source to A’maq Agency: a soldier of the Islamic State stabbed two
individuals in Hamburg city on the 16th of the current month [16 October 2016]. He carried out the operation in
response to calls for the targeting of citizens of coalition countries.”
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Junud al-khilafa yudammiruna markazan li-l-rafida fi al-Swid (“Caliphate Soldiers Destroy a Rafidi [Shi’i] Centre in
Sweden”), al-Naba’, no. 51, October 20, 2016, 3.
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of a Suspected Member of the Foreign Terrorist Organisation ‘Islamic State’ (IS)”), German General Federal Prosecutor
(Generalbundesanwalt) press release 55/2017, June 8, 2017,
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able to detect them before they exploded.63 This claim was probably an attempt by alNaba’ to capitalise on news of an airplane being searched at Paris Charles de Gaulle
based on a false bomb alarm 64 with the aim to project an image of strength for its
internal audiences.
The focus on internal audiences was also apparent in two attacks in 2016. On 6 August
2016, two female police officers were injured by a man with a machete in front of a
police station in Charleroi, Belgium. Four days later, a suspect blew himself up in a taxi
when confronted by police following a raid on his home in Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.
Both incidents were claimed as IS attacks via A’maq News and mentioned in al-Naba’,
but they were not mentioned in the first issue of Rumiyah, which was published on 5
September 2016. At the time, the editors of Rumiyah, presumably under “external
security” supervision, probably did not consider these incidents good examples of lone
actor attacks in Western countries that they wanted to promote among audiences in
Europe.
In 2017, by contrast, Rumiyah was used to claim responsibility for attacks that had not
been previously claimed through statements by the IS leadership or A’maq News. The 19
June 2017 attack on the Champs-Elysées in Paris and the 20 June 2017 bomb attack in
Brussels’ Central Station were only mentioned in Rumiyah, no. 11, which was released
on 13 July 2017, more than three weeks after the attacks had occurred. 65 Rumiyah
described the attackers as “caliphate soldiers”, without referring to a “security source”,
a fact that may be taken as additional confirmation of “external security” control of the
publication. Both attacks apparently failed to achieve their objectives, with the Paris
attacker dying of toxic fumes in his car and the Brussels attacker prematurely detonating
his device. It may be for this reason that IS initially refrained from claiming responsibility.
There would have been ample opportunity to do so in al-Naba’, with four issues of the
newsletter appearing between the attacks and the release of Rumiyah. The aim of the
belated homage paid to the perpetrators, thus, was to send a message to Western
audiences, rather than to internal ones.
This change in communication with audiences in Western countries from 2016 to 2017
was certainly based on considerations of how to maximise involvement of IS supporters
in the West and motivate them to act. In 2016, IS was prepared to praise only attacks of
a certain sophistication with the aim to make potential attackers strive for spectacular
attack scenarios. In 2017, by contrast, the threshold for receiving honours from IS by
being labelled an “IS soldier” seems to have been considerably lower, as even attacks
which initially had remained unmentioned were eligible to receive the IS label after some
time of reflection. This might have been a concession to the attitudes of IS supporters in
the West. One could imagine that supporters outside IS territory started wondering why
IS refrained from acknowledging the two lone actor attacks in June 2017. Such chatter
might have pressured the “external security” into granting the perpetrators the status of
“IS soldiers”, after initially refusing to give permission to A’maq News and al-Naba’ to
claim responsibility for the attacks. This change occurred at a time when the
communication capabilities of the external operations apparatus were already
stretched. Not long after, on 9 September 2017, the last issue of Rumiyah was released.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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IS centralising
In five cases in 2016, the A’maq News claim was accompanied by a video showing the
perpetrator(s) announcing the attack and pledging allegiance to IS.66 Four of them took
place in the summer of 2016, followed by the 19 December 2016 Berlin Christmas market
attack (igure 3). In the latter case, the video was released after the perpetrator had been
killed in Milan, Italy, four days later. Remarkably, the method was not replicated by
A’maq News in attacks in Europe in 2017. 67 This is surprising, as pre-recorded video
messages seem a convenient way of proving the attacker’s motivation and avoiding
speculation about the nature of the attack. At the same time, however, publication of
the video statement by A’maq News publicly demonstrated some kind of direct or
indirect contact of the perpetrators with IS operatives, thereby drawing attention to IS’s
covert activities, including in Europe. It might also have been felt that this method was
difficult to apply consistently, as the transfer of the videos might be impractical or
intercepted in some cases. Possibly, IS also considered the transfer of videos as a
potential risk for detection. If IS or A’maq News requested and received video
statements from perpetrators in 2017, they refrained from publishing them, maybe to
keep them for future use, for example in case IS authorship was disputed. In several
cases, however, IS did not release such proof, even when authorities publicly announced
that they had not found any links between the perpetrator and the group.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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In addition, a video showing two alleged perpetrators of an attack on Russian policemen in Balashikha, east of
Moscow, on 17 August 2016 was published by A’maq News. Thomas Joscelyn, “Jihadists who Attacked Russian Police
Appear in Islamic State Video,” FDD’s Long War Journal, August 18, 2016,
https://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2016/08/jihadists-who-attacked-russian-police-appear-in-islamic-statevideo.php.
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Following the stabbing attack in Surgut, Russia, on August 19, 2017, however, IS’s Furat Media published a video
showing the perpetrator as he pledged allegiance to IS. Furat Media video Surgut: al-dam al-dam (“Surgut: More
Blood”), Islamic State (IS), August 21, 2017. More recently, on March 21, 2018, A’maq News released a video allegedly
showing the perpetrator of an attack in Grozny, Chechnya, on March 20, 2018 pledging allegiance to IS. Thomas
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Alternatively, abandoning the publication of perpetrator video statements may have
been a strategic decision. The release of perpetrator video statements is an example of
IS’s bottom-up approach in propaganda production, in which new communication
methods developed by individuals are adopted by the organisation in case they prove
effective. The method was first employed by the perpetrator of the Magnanville
murders: after killing his two victims, he broadcast a video message live from the location
of the crime through a social media service. The video was quickly deleted from the
platform but later re-published on the A’maq News website in an edited version
containing a title and the A’maq News logo. Public IS guidelines for lone actor attacks,
such as the “Just Terror Tactics” series in Rumiyah, which appeared in the second half of
2016, did not mention this method explicitly but advised the perpetrator to leave some
kind of evidence at the scene stating the motivation of the attack and his allegiance to
IS, such as a note attached to the victim’s body or a last will.69
Possibly, the discontinuation of publishing perpetrator video statements after the Berlin
attack—before re-emerging in one instance in 2018—reflects a change in editorial policy
at a time when IS struggled to maintain its media capacities.70 The reason for the change
might have been that the IS leadership assessed that featuring the perpetrators with
video statements gave excessive publicity to the individual attacker. IS has displayed an
ambivalent attitude to the glorification of individual members: it has published
innumerable accounts of suicide attackers that try to incite others to follow their
example, but has been careful not to overemphasise the importance of particular
members, including the “caliph” Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, to the survival of the group.71
Therefore, IS might have sought to replace the video statements of perpetrators by
another means, one that draws the attention away from the individual perpetrator and
onto the attack itself. This may be the reason why, in addition to A’maq News
statements, in 2017 IS started to issue central claims of responsibility again, similar to
what had been observed in the 13 November 2015 attacks in Paris and those of 22 March
2016 in Brussels. After the 22 May 2017 Manchester concert bombing, IS leadership
statements were released for the 17-18 August attacks in Barcelona and Cambrils; the
Parsons Green London Underground attack on 15 September 2017 and the Las Vegas
shooting of 1 October 2017 (igure 3). Like in 2015, the four IS statements in 2017 were
published only hours or a single day after the A’maq News “breaking news”. All these are
incidents to which IS probably wanted to draw special attention. Possibly, simple claims
via A’maq News or mentions in al-Naba’ had become too common to be considered by
IS to provide sufficiently strong incentive for other potential attackers. From this
perspective, IS claiming behaviour seems to have been driven by the expected effect on
Western audience.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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At the same time, however, decreasing accuracy of information concerning violent
incidents in Western countries spread through A’maq News and al-Naba’ in 2017
pointed to a focus on internal audiences. In addressing Western audiences, it would have
been important to stay close to verifiable facts if IS was to preserve credibility.72 In 2015,
IS still exhorted its media operatives to stick to the truth. 73 In 2017, IS’s major
preoccupation was apparently to boost the morale of IS fighters and intimidate local
populations in IS-controlled territory by projecting the image of an organisation that was
still able to perpetrate spectacular attacks outside its territory. In the eyes of the IS media
operatives, the potentially negative effects on IS’s credibility might have been mitigated
by the fact that IS has managed to largely isolate the populations under its control from
outside information, aiming to establish a communications monopoly for its own
propaganda.74
An example of incorrect reporting concerns the claims for the failed bomb attack aboard
an Underground train at Parsons Green station in London on 15 September 2017,
planted by a 17-year-old Iraqi refugee. 75 Both A’maq News and the IS leadership
statement attributed the lone actor attack to an IS “detachment” (mafraza) planting
several explosive devices in the station. In addition, a week after the attack, an article in
al-Naba’ claimed, relying on a “field source”, that a “security detachment of IS soldiers”
planted the bombs in “Yarsons [sic] Green” Underground station.76 The IS leadership and
al-Naba’ both stated inaccurately that the device exploded in the station, whereas in
reality it deflagrated aboard a train. The misspelling of the station’s name might be a
simple typographical error, but it might also be the result of a failure in written
communication, such as through an encrypted communication app.77
The most striking miscommunication, however, occurred with regard to the Las Vegas
mass shooting, which also was the last incident in 2017 for which an IS leadership
statement was issued. IS failed to provide evidence for its claim that the Las Vegas
attacker was linked to IS. Until the time of writing, no indication of a jihadist motive for
the mass shooting has come to light.78
The perpetrator started shooting at the concert location shortly after 22h00 on 1
October 2017. Early on 2 October, A’maq News issued two banners in short succession.
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The first one described the attacker as an “IS soldier” in a phrasing known from previous
A’maq News claims. Less than ten minutes later,79 a second message claimed that he had
“converted to Islam several months ago”. In both news items, A’maq News referred to a
“security source”. Less than one hour later, an IS leadership statement, marked as
“breaking news”, was issued.80 In the next edition of al-Naba’, published on 5 October,
an article combined the information in the A’maq News messages and the IS statement,
but introduced passages taken from the IS statement and the A’maq News claim as
coming from a “media source”.81
The Las Vegas shooting was also mentioned in two items in the al-Naba’ issue of the
following week. This time, however, they were part of the “Happened in a week” section.
This section appeared for the first time in al-Naba’ in late July 2017.82 It has combined
reports, consistently based on non-IS media sources, on natural disasters, such as
hurricanes in the Caribbean or forest fires in California, and political crises outside IS
territory, like the North Korean conflict, in an effort to show the weakness of IS’s enemies
and the divine wrath befalling them. With regard to the Las Vegas shooting, the
“Happened in a week” section referred to statements by US authorities concerning the
police response in the Las Vegas attack. It reiterated that the perpetrator converted to
Islam six months prior to the attack, but did not describe him as a “caliphate soldier”.83
Possibly, the editors of al-Naba’ wanted to keep the discussion about the Las Vegas
shooting going, without repeating the claim that the perpetrator was an IS member. To
all appearances, the contents of the “Happened in a week” section are selected by the
editors of al-Naba’. The “Happened in a week” section has also been used to report on
violent incidents outside IS territory in 2017 for which IS did not claim responsibility. 84
Including this information on the Las Vegas attack allowed the editors of al-Naba’ to
circumvent the “external security” prerogative of controlling information released on
attacks in the West.
Most likely, IS claimed the shooting purely for opportunistic reasons, to signal to its own
fighters and the local populations under its control that the organisation was still capable
of striking the USA. A’maq News certainly had no possibility to independently confirm
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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the information received, and it is not unlikely that, in late 2017, IS’s network of external
sources and operatives lacked redundancy to quickly verify information received and
passed it on without the necessary scrutiny. 85 Once the claim was issued, it was
impossible for IS to retract it.
Whoever was behind the “intelligence source” for the Las Vegas claim might have relied
on, or been inspired by, comments spread among US right-wing activists, immediately
after the attack, to the effect that the shooting was a “Muslim terror attack”. 86 Also the
idea that the perpetrator was a convert to Islam seems to have circulated before the
release of the A’maq News claims. 87 Although some of these statements were later
rectified,88 the rumours circulating might have provided an incentive for IS to claim the
attack. This seems to indicate that IS closely monitors Western Internet chatter with the
aim of quickly adapting its communication strategy to circumstances for maximum
effect.
In sum, IS most likely claimed responsibility for the Las Vegas shooting to give a strong
signal to its own fighters and the populations under its control that it retained its external
operations capabilities. The risk of losing credibility, should the claim be contested, might
have been assessed as tolerable, in the light of IS’s strict control of information flows
towards audiences in areas under its control. However, as seen above, Las Vegas
constituted a break with regard to both the number of attacks claimed by IS and the
ways in which IS referred to them. The group, thus, seems to have recognised it as a
major communications disaster.

Overreach and disruption?
The subsequent attack in a Western country for which IS claimed responsibility, the 31
October 2017 vehicle ramming attack in New York, was exclusively claimed through an
article in al-Naba’. 89 Although this was not the first attack for which IS claimed
responsibility through al-Naba’ only, this article did not refer to a “security source”, but
reported that “one of the Islamic State’s soldiers in America” attacked “a number of
Crusaders in one of the streets of New York City” close to the monument for the 11
September 2001 attacks. The details of the attack by “the mujahid brother” were related
quoting media sources. Astonishingly, the article compared the attack to the Las Vegas
shooting and described it as one of “the most prominent attacks targeting Crusaders in
America”.
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Like the October attack in New York, the failed attack in an underground passage near
New York’s bus terminal on 11 December 2017 was mentioned in al-Naba’ only, but
contrary to the former incident, IS did not claim credit. A short article in the “Happened
in a week” section,90 referring to US police sources, reported that the perpetrator had
stated that he was an “IS soldier” and that he carried out the attack to avenge the
Crusaders’ bombing of Muslims in Iraq and Syria.
The different treatment by IS of these three incidents in late 2017 in the USA seems to
indicate a period of confusion in IS communication following the Las Vegas shooting.
Whereas IS put the full weight of its propaganda apparatus behind the obviously flawed
claim of responsibility for Las Vegas, the New York incidents were only commented upon
by al-Naba’, without intervention or authorisation by the “external security”. The
similarities between the failed Parsons Green attack and the New York incident indicate
that failure of the attack or survival of the perpetrator are not valid explanations for IS
not claiming credit for the bus terminal incident. It seems more likely that, after Las
Vegas, al-Naba’s editors believed that they had to overstep their competencies with
regard to classifying the October New York attack as an IS operation but, possibly as a
result of internal contestation, acted more cautiously regarding the December incident.91
By the end of 2017, thus, IS seemed to have increasing difficulty in maintaining the
established lines of communication with external sources. Al-Naba’, which had been
under pressure to strengthen IS’s image of invincibility in messages directed at internal
audiences—not all of them sympathetic to IS’s struggle—felt the need to praise
purported terrorist attacks in the West, but had difficulties getting accurate information
from the “external security”.

Consolidation?
In the light of these developments, it is remarkable that, starting in March 2018, IS claims
of responsibility for attacks in Western countries returned to a pattern that resembled
those in 2016. Between March and December 2018, seven attacks were claimed through
an A’maq News statement.92 All A’maq News statements cited “security sources” and
described the perpetrators as “IS soldiers”, with the exception of the 23 August 2018
stabbing in Trappes, France, and the 9 November 2018 Melbourne attack, in which the
perpetrators were labelled as “IS fighters” (muqatilun). In addition, following the 12 May
2018 stabbing in Paris’s Opéra district, A’maq News released a video, in a pattern
reminiscent of 2016, in which the perpetrator pledged allegiance to IS and urged
Muslims to join IS or perpetrate an attack.93
All incidents were also mentioned in al-Naba’, whose main aim in doing so now seemed
to have become inciting vulnerable individuals to carry out lone actor attacks on behalf
of IS, rather than projecting an image of strength towards internal audiences. Regarding
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the 23 March 2018 shooting and hostage taking in Trèbes, an article in al-Naba’, referring
to “news coming from France”, praised the attack as an example of “what so-called lone
wolves can do in the countries of the Cross”.94 On 30 August 2018, al-Naba’ commented
on a 23 August incident in which a mentally ill man killed his mother and sister in Trappes,
France, by saying that the attacker stabbed “a number of Crusaders” and that IS leader
al-Baghdadi had previously praised the perpetrators of such attacks in enemy country
and incited the targeting of anti-IS alliance countries and their citizens “of all sorts” (bikull ashkalihim).95
Contrary to A’maq News, al-Naba’ gradually grew more independent in 2018 with regard
to its sources for reporting on incidents outside IS’s core areas, including with regard to
attacks in the West. Following the 29 May 2018 murders in Liège, an article in al-Naba’,
after repeating the contents of the A’maq News claim, cited “private sources” (masadir
khassa) to the effect that the perpetrator converted to Islam “some time ago” while in
prison in Belgium and carried out the attack the day following his release.96 It has not
been uncommon for al-Naba’ to refer to its own sources. These are different from IS’s
provincial media offices and seem also to be distinguished from what the newsletter
refers to as “field sources” (masadir maydaniyya), albeit the latter distinction remains
unclear. In the months prior to the Liège murders, al-Naba’ reported on several incidents
outside the core areas of IS in Syria and Iraq by exclusively quoting “private sources”.97
As mentioned in the beginning of this report, following the 9 November 2018 attack in
Melbourne, al-Naba’ acknowledged that it had lost contact to outside sources. The 11
December 2018 mass shooting in Strasbourg confirmed the loss of direct communication
between al-Naba’ and the “external security”: IS took credit for the attack in an A’maq
News statement released on 13 December, after the death of the perpetrator. In its
edition published the same day, however, al-Naba’ mentioned the attack only in its
“Happened in a week” section. 98 Quoting “French media sources”, the short article
reported that the perpetrator “engaged [in fighting] with policemen who continue
chasing him until this moment”. At the time of editing, thus, al-Naba’ was not aware of
the claim of responsibility issued by A’maq News and planned to treat this violent
incident by referring to media or official sources without taking credit on behalf of IS, as
it had done in the preceding months for other incidents, possibly because the
perpetrator was still alive and had been detained during the editing process. Al-Naba’
tried to compensate the failure by including a prominently placed long article in the
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following issue including a picture of the perpetrator that had been released by French
police, referring the information presented tersely to “the source”.99
The apparent return to past claiming patterns in 2018 might at first glance be interpreted
as a consolidation of communication structures after a period of disturbances, meaning
that IS has been able to reconstitute lines of communication, possibly after relocating
essential parts of its communication structures to secure places inside or outside the
conflict area. Remarkably, however, A’maq News, the purportedly independent news
outlet, continues receiving information directly from IS’s “external security” body,
whereas al-Naba’, which is published under direct supervision of the IS leadership,
seems to be largely cut off from information on external operations. Possibly, the return
to previous patterns signals a breakdown of the established communication lines
altogether. With the disruption of information exchange between IS entities, the control
formerly exercised by the IS leadership over the “external security” might have been
replaced by a greater autonomy of IS’s remaining operational and propaganda
capabilities to report on incidents that previously would have fallen under the control of
the “external security” body.

Conclusions
The so-called ‘Islamic State’ is arguably one of the most complex organisations in the
history of terrorism. Despite its centralisation in the person of the “caliph” and the
“delegated committee”, different parts of the organisation seem to enjoy considerable
autonomy. As the bureaucratic structures built by the organisation during the time of its
success have come under increasing strain, the relations between these entities are
constantly redefined.
Interestingly, it seems that, at least initially, perpetrating terrorist attacks in Western
countries was not a top priority for IS leadership cadres. They might have yielded to
pressure from lower ranks of the organisation, most likely from IS members from
Western countries, to adopt a policy of escalation that, ultimately, led to the attacks of
Paris and Brussels in November 2015 and March 2016, respectively.
One argument to convince the leadership was probably the competition on a global scale
with al-Qaeda. To project an image of ascendancy over its competitor, IS aimed to claim
credit for the greatest number of attacks possible. For these claims to remain credible,
IS needed to devise a communication system that would be reliable enough to allow it
to issue claims in temporal proximity to the incident, thereby giving the impression that
they had prior knowledge that the incident would happen, and without running the risk
of being disproven. These requirements obviously created problems with regard to the
strategy of inciting lone actor attacks.
Under the lone actor strategy, adopted in the first half of 2016, IS’s “external security”
was in charge of recruiting and liaising with prospective attackers. The “external
security” also had the monopoly of authorising the release of information related to
violent incidents outside IS territory. IS media directed at external audiences—the
central media outlet for this has been the al-Hayat Media Centre—appear to have been
under direct supervision of the external operations apparatus. Other IS media, like
A’maq News and al-Naba’, whose main audiences are members of IS and populations
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living in areas controlled by IS, depended on the “external security” for authorisation to
disseminate information on incidents in the West. The consistent sourcing of such
information to “security sources” in A’maq News and al-Naba’ in 2016 and 2017 proves
that this monopoly was respected. In essence, the “external security”, relying on
information provided by its informants, decided which incident should be classified as
an IS attack.
As has been shown throughout this report, decisions on the type of incidents for which
the “external security” would take credit in the name of IS depended on circumstances
but also on strategic decisions made with considerable variations over time. After the
adoption of the lone actor strategy in May 2016, IS seems to have hoped for high profile
attacks by supporters in Western countries, but had to limit expectations in 2017, when
it started to also reward failed attacks with a claim of responsibility. In addition, in the
second half of 2017, the “external security” seemed to have encountered increasing
difficulties in ascertaining the link to IS of various violent incidents, many of which alNaba’ decided to mention but not officially claim on behalf of the organisation. The
culmination of this development was the false claim for the Las Vegas shooting, which
seems to have signalled the breakdown of the established communication structure. IS’s
central media department, represented in the al-Naba’ newsletter, struggled to
overcome the communication monopoly of the “external security” and, by late 2018,
acknowledged that it had lost contact with external sources.
With regard to audiences that remain under IS control, the organisation aims to maintain
the image of a potent organisation, whose influence stretches beyond its reduced
territory. From this point of view, it is crucial to give the impression that the external
operations apparatus continues functioning and organising attacks. The format of A’maq
News’ claims, including the reference to the “security source”, therefore, must be
maintained, even in the event of a breakdown of communication lines to external
sources.
Concurrently, it has been noticed that direct threats against Western countries are
published mainly as user-generated content, indicating that the media production of IS’s
external operations apparatus has been largely delegated to unofficial actors probably
located outside the conflict area. Rather than a consolidation of IS’s external operations
structures, the recovery of IS claiming methods in 2018, therefore, more likely signifies
a metamorphosis of the hitherto hierarchically organised external operations structures
into a network that is less built on a strict distribution of tasks and more geared towards
seizing opportunities. These actors probably now act as “security sources” and “private
sources” for IS media as a basis to continue claiming attacks in the West.
The remnants of IS’s external operations structures seem to persist as a network of
individuals that can communicate and, possibly, cooperate based on their common
experience and acquaintance. With regard to the persistence of the threat from lone
actors in the future, much will depend on these operatives’ personal influence on others
and their motivation to continue the activities of “IS soldiers” in the West.
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